
 

 

John Anderson Report to  
Future Building Group – 18th May 2011 
 
Dear Future-Builders 
  
As asked by Chris, I have walked round our buildings today.  I send my thoughts by email since I shall, sadly, not be at the 
next meeting of the Future Building group. I begin with my paper on the buildings which I updated this year; some of you 
have read this but some have not.   Then I add new comments. 

  
THE CREATION-CENTRED DEVELOPMENT OF OUR CHURCH BUILDINGS 

  
1 Heating the 120 year old CHURCH is an increasingly costly problem: the hottest air is 7 metres above our heads.  The 
walls are solid and cannot have cavity insulation. We investigated lowering the ceiling and heavily insulating it:  it was 
ridiculously expensive at over £14000 just to lower the ceiling, without including any insulation.   In any case, this would 
waste valuable space in our premier building.So I recommend splitting the church horizontally into two so that we 
have two big spaces.  This has been done in the impressive conversions in Burley in Wharfedale Methodist Church with 
the church downstairs, and Ilkley Christ Church where the church is upstairs:  the heating of such an altered building would 
be very efficient and, with good insulation, cost less than the present bills.  I suggest that downstairs   be the church with its 
ceiling at about the level of the top of the sanctuary arch.  Upstairs could be a big hall to replace the Marley Hut, plus the 
several new rooms and storage spaces which we so badly need.    We could have stairs and, to the upper floor, a hoist 
[cheaper by far than a lift] While this division is done, the insulation of the church walls, windows, doors, floor and 
roof should, I recommend, be massively increased and under-floor heating installed [unless we go for the 
Passivhaus option below in 4] so that very little heating is needed at all. Under floor heating in the downstairs church 
would make it extremely comfortable.  The large amount of extra storage space that we so badly need could be built under 
the new roof since our present roof is nearing the end of its life and will need replacing.  The double glazed units in twenty-
two of the church windows have broken down:  this would give us an opportunity to creatively replace them. These windows 
are pre-metric and have to be custom made;   we need to take this opportunity to make them of standard metric sizes to 
save future costs.  Zero carbon emissions from new buildings will be enforced by the Government in 2016. Roland Arnison 
in his Energy Audit report of 10.12.08 writes that this horizontal division of the church would bring ‘a significant overall 
energy reduction as it would reduce the heating requirements of the church through having a lower and better insulated 
ceiling.’  If we  lag  behind St James, Baildon [which has  ground source heating] and other new buildings, we will find 
ourselves uncompetitive, our  energy bills unsupportable, and our rooms unletable.  
 
The Quiet Room behind the church sanctuary is in fact a Noisy Room;   the Prayer Group does not use it for this reason.  If 
the church is in use, the noise in the Quiet Room is intolerable.  It is used as a place to count the collection and, very 
occasionally, for counselling. Its odd shape makes it difficult to use for meetings.  Its ceiling is so high that it will never be 
very warm. Its window which includes the cross is cut off from the church itself.  The Stewards Vestry is the noisiest and 
most disturbed such vestry in the Circuit and is a thoroughfare unsuitable for pre-service preparation.  In fact we need to 
think about what the Stewards vestry is for. I suggest remodelling all this building, including the vestries, behind the 
line of the sanctuary arch and installing a ground floor which would provide a more suitable Stewards Vestry, 
storage, a meeting room [or two] and an upper floor which could provide storage and a meeting room of some 
size.  The church would then end at the arch (as it effectively does now except for the celebration of Communion), 
and the area behind the communion rail could be suitably refurbished. 
 
To fulfil part of our mission from Christ which is, in his words, to ‘proclaim the good news to the whole creation’ [Mark 16.15] 
we need to help preserve the integrity of Gods creation.  To do that we need to eliminate as far as possible our CO2 
emissions. True zero emissions overall can only be attained if we generate our own energy;  photo voltaic  [PV] panels or 
tiles on our large south western facing main church roof could generate a great deal of electricity;  they would be  90% as 
effective as on a south facing roof.  We could earn income for the church when we do not use all we generate; this would be 
particularly the case in mid-summer.  Under the present Feed-in Tariffs scheme [FITs] in 2010 we would earn up to 41.3p for 
every kWh generated plus 3p per kWh additionally for every kWh exported.  In 2013 the government is reviewing this 
generous scheme.   We could use some of the electricity to heat the water for the kitchen instead of the fossil fuel gas at 
present utilised. Some of the electricity would power the Ground Source Heat Pump recommended below in 4. I 
recommend that we install PV on the southwest facing roof of the church when we reroof it as part of the 
rebuilding.   



 

 

  
2 The MARLEY HUT is an uninsulated, electrically heated building.  It is extremely costly to heat.  Unfortunately it has an 
asbestos roof, which may make demolition expensive. Nonetheless I recommend that the Marley hut be 
removed.  Insulating its walls, windows, ceilings and floor, or replacing its heating system etc seem a waste of time and 
money.  Roland Arnison in his Report of 10.12.08 agrees:  The Marley Hut, he writes, is ‘very poorly insulated and would be 
very expensive to renovate to bring it up to a good energy efficiency standard’.  The electricity bill for it [together with the 
Wesley’s lights] is more than a third of the total electricity bill received for the whole church, even in summer; in winter it is 
over a half of the bill.  It could be replaced with a modern well-insulated two storey building on the same site;   but this needs 
careful consideration in comparison with altering and extending our present unified premises which I think would give us 
more space for less cost and less heating.   
  
3 CO2 is part of the global commons.  Reduction of its emissions in any part of the world helps us all. I recommend that, 
when we spend a significant sum on any new development, we give an additional one tenth, or tithe [as Jesus told 
his hearers to do in Luke 11.42], to energy saving projects in Africa such as installing photovoltaic panels. 
  
4 One of our BOILERS heats Wesleys, the other the church.  They are working satisfactorily   and are serviced regularly. 
Both are non-condensing and not in tandem.  They use far more gas than a modern boiler. I recommend that we actively 
consider what should replace the boilers, since gas will become prohibitively expensive in a decade or two.    The 
church is here for eternity:  we have to plan for decades ahead:  first we must massively reduce our need for 
heating.  Secondly, we should rebuild the church to Passivhaus standards if possible; if we did this, we would have such 
effective insulation that we would not need any heating in the church.  It is possible for dwellings; is it possible for a 
church?   We could be Gods first English Passivhaus.  Whatever we do, we must have a means of heating that is not fossil 
fuel based.  Some big buildings such as the new flats on Holden Lane are totally heated by electricity [for mostly elderly 
occupants] since they are so well insulated.  Some [e.g. St James Church in  Baildon] are heated by ground source heat 
pumps which  multiply the effectiveness of electricity  usage by a factor of four  to pump  ground-heated, pressurised   glycol 
up from  the ground to heat the floor.  This would ensure that we had warm feet. The rock beneath our church would 
conserve heat well.  I recommend we install as soon as necessary a condensing gas boiler for the Wesleys buildings 
[with an internal pipe to evacuate the condensate, so that it does not freeze] and zoning controls so that we do not 
always have to heat the whole building when we are only using one space; and we rebuild the Church to 
Passivhaus standards, or install a ground source heat pump to heat the church when it is rebuilt. 
  
5 We are desperately in need of STORAGE SPACE; any rebuilding must incorporate many walk-in stores. We need to save 
water: RAINWATER HARVESTING, from the roofs only, should be incorporated. 
  
6 Most of the climate-friendly changes to our buildings we have done so far have been funded by grants.  Considerable 
macro-funding can be available from the Connexion, from grants to mitigate the effects of climate change, and from 
Trusts.   We will need a Fund-finder.  We would not have to raise all the money ourselves to bring our new buildings into the 
twenty-first century. But we must do it. 
  
FURTHER COMMENTS: 
 
Lavatories:  Too many, taking up valuable space; distributed all over the buildings making pipe work complex and 
expensive.  We need to unify them.  They have unnecessary hot water taps; and old fashioned taps which are neither push-
on nor spray taps to save waste.   The urinals use water and should be replaced by waterless urinals.  The mens toilets 
have old fashioned water   cisterns; these should be replaced with cisterns incorporating Savaflush handles [siphons do not 
last long enough]. They have hand dryers using electricity; we should use paper towels which are benign ‘waste’.   The step 
outside the main lavatories is a trip hazard and needs to be removed. 
  
Hall: Terrible acoustics; acoustic wall-covering needed.  A mezzanine floor would use the air space better.  Radiators all 
partially blocked and need replacing – although we have few complaints about heat in the Hall. 
  
Storage:  Insufficient.  If we have a scout group [which we ought to try to have soon - we could provide free letting [?] and 
other places are getting expensive], we will need far more storage.  Neither is it satisfactory to have the massive Guides 
store next to the boilers in the cellar.  We must build new, capacious, racked, stores. 
  



 

 

Chairs and tables:  Wesley’s needs   chairs covered in the same material as the church, and only a few with arms, since 
space is at a premium there.    The church chairs are fine but some need repair. 
  
Fire alarm: the panel is faulty:  often it can’t be reset 
  
Hot water. It is only essential in the kitchen.  We have several immersion-heaters in boilers, [Room 1, 2 and Marley etc] 
some of which are left on every now and again.  Heating too much water is unnecessarily   old fashioned and wasteful.  
  
Electricity:  the porch light switch in Wesleys Cafe turns on all our outside lights – it needs rewiring to turn on only the porch 
lights. The switches in Room 1 are incomprehensible; they need rewiring.  Room 1 has too many lights.  
  
Room 1:  needs reconfiguring into a sensible shape incorporating   the corridor. 
  
Room 2:  pleasant room – but one gets an unpleasant blow to the head from the shelf if one laughs too heartily.  It pays to 
be melancholy.  [I know, I know 'twas I that raised   the shelf to that height to free up the radiator controls…!] 
  
Room 3; Lovely room but, since the police left, it has become a dumping ground.    
  
Wesley’s café:  keep the stone wall - we are in Yorkshire. Install two sun pipes, since it is too gloomy and we should not 
install more electric light.  The childrens area is lovely – but needs to be moved as it takes up a lot of space and is 
noisy.  The carpet needs to be replaced by soft flooring that can be cleaned. 
  
Marley Hut:  an ugly building beautifully used. We should demolish it and relocate Baildon Village Pre-school in the 
projected upstairs of the main church building.  This would be bigger and purpose-built for their needs. They would love 
it.  They might help fund-raise 
  
Windows:  all need to be triple glazed to reduce heat loss. 
  
Floors: all need to be insulated underneath where feasible, to reduce heat loss.  
  
Cloak room off church: chaotic and useless.  All should be encouraged to keep their coats with them.   A cloak room is a 
waste of space.  York Minster has no cloak room. 
  
Porch:  beautiful, but better incorporated into Wesleys. 
  
John Anderson.  03.05.11 


